for 'thousands of people '. 3 In a letter to his sister, Hughes notes that he was 'very glad' that his own reading was in the smaller room. By the end of his career Hughes was acknowledged as having an excellent reading voice and gave countless recorded and unrecorded readings; yet Hughes' description of his first reading in a letter to Olwyn is riddled with anxiety. He creates a direct comparison between himself and the actor who introduced his reading. He describes the actor reading 'mellifluously'; in contrast, Hughes portrays his first action in visceral and aggressive terms: 'I marched up + sat on the platform at the desk there. I gave a steady gaze round to see where my moral support was.' To the audience, Hughes would have presented a confident stare, but his letter reveals his uncertainty. Hughes then states that as he began to read he felt 'quite composed and completely in control'. He notes, however, that he 'immediately got the most terrible thirst. At the third poem I stopped + very slowly poured water out of a huge jug into a tiny paper cup, then took a slow drink.' Hughes' description betrays his anxiety: the overwhelming thirst caused by nerves, the exaggerated distortions of the physical objects ('huge jug', 'tiny paper cup'), and his sharp awareness of the number of poems between each drink. These elements suggest that during his career Hughes was not always a natural or comfortable reader.
The earliest professional use of Hughes' reading voice was in 1956, after Peter Redgrove played a tape recording of Hughes reading Sir Gawain and the Green Knight to one of the commissioning editors of the Third Programme of the BBC, Donald Carne-Ross. In a letter to Olwyn, Hughes describes the event, explaining that ' Carne-ross [sic] stood appalled, snatched up the tape, and hurried away home to pirate the recording.' As a consequence, Hughes was asked to read the poetry of Yeats for an audition piece, recounting to Olwyn that during the process Carne-Ross exclaimed: 'Splendid, Magnificent'. 4 He was subsequently invited to record a programme reading Yeats' poems with the sanction of the BBC Poetry Committee which included poets such as Louis MacNeice.
Hughes' recording of Gawain, which caught Carne-Ross' attention, dates from the mid-1950s. Philip Hobsbaum recalls that Redgrove 'proposed that we should drink as much Beaujolais as we could while he recorded our conversation on his Grundig tape recorder'.
5 In addition, Hughes wrote to his sister in 1955 that a friend had 'pawned his tape recorder to me for ten pounds'. 6 The attention and commitment of these poets to recorded sound was notable in this period; Sarah Parry notes that portable tape recorders only became popular with the
